Abstract— Automated testing provides the run time valuation of software project to obtain the execution time analysis. This testing is able to identify the module level error tracking, integration tracking, load testing and the fault identification. To identify the software errors, there are some such tools and the applications. In this paper, two of the most significant load testing tools are analyzed called Sahi and Selenium. In this paper an evaluation on web-based software testing tools; API of Sahi and Selenium, Sahi OS and Selenium IDE, based on execution time, recording and playback efficiency, browser and platform compatibility, result reporting, ease of learning and cost has been presented. It will help testers to take informed decision to choose a tool according to their requirements and resources.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Software development and software quality analysis are the parallel process defined to improve the software reliability. The software measurement is required to perform the software analysis under different metrics to improve the software effectiveness. There are number of parameters to develop a software system. These parameters include the prediction and process improvement parameters. These helps to analyze the software system under theoretical, conceptual and practical aspects. Based on the earlier analysis, the real time software systems can be analyzed and predicted for the effective analysis. There are number of existing models and parameters based on which the software systems can be analyzed. These models or approaches are adopted by different organizations to deliver quality product.

There are different points of views under which the software quality analysis can be done. These parameters include the software fault analysis, software quality analysis, software reliability analysis etc. Software engineering the effective branch of software testing system used to analyze the software system under statistical analysis. There are number of methods and models available to measure the system under different aspects. Software measurement is required under three main aspects during the development process shown in figure 1.
As shown in figure, software measurement is effective to plan the software process or software system. Software plan is not a single term it defines a complete scientific process that represents the development procedure blueprint. It means a software plan is able to define the software system under different aspects so that effective software development will be performed. Another aspect of software system is the monitoring of software system. Monitoring is here defined to analyze the ongoing process improvement and the objects meet till now. Another aspect of software metrics is the software control. The control is about to develop the software system under certain limits so that the software risk over the system will be minimized.

This paper is organized into five sections. Section I is the prelude of this paper, giving introduction about the topic. Section II describes literature survey. In section III web automation tools used for evaluation is discussed and section IV discusses the testing environment. In section V results discussed and section VI results and future scope and finally last section, section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, some of the work provided by earlier researchers for load testing using different tools, applications and environments is presented. Author[1] has provided an analytical study on load testing for web and cloud applications as well as provided the comparative observation against traditional load testing methods. A scenario specific parameter evaluation on load testing was provided under different parameters including network traffic, delay, performance analysis criteria’s. Shojaei et. al.[2] has provided an effective management scenario for VMs and web services in integrated form was well as provided the evaluation for cloud based web services using load testing approach. Author has provided a work on resource driven computing method for cost evaluation respective to data storage. The managerial procedure relative to concurrency testing was provided with flexibility and operational cost analysis. Yan et. al.[3] has defined a work on web service specific load testing to derive the application based performance analysis. The defined service oriented system is here defined to provide the analysis on service load to improve the characterization of service improvement to avoid inaccurate test results. The testing specific observation is applied on different layers of cloud environment including the platform specific analysis. Jiang et. al.[4] has provided a study on different aspects of load testing for large scale software system. The technique driven analysis under different phases is here provided to test the load and to verify the system under the behavioral observations. Author provided an evaluation for different performance measures to analyze the load and stress over the software system. Yan et. al.[5] has provided a service driven analysis on web platform to identify the criteria for load testing. The real time characterization and the performance aspect observation for requirement specific component analysis is provided. The conceptual architecture is observed by the author to generate the process comparison respective to service map so that the overall performance improvement for the application will be achieved. Wang et. al.[6] has defined a work on load testing based measure for web application specific observation so that the model driven analysis will be performed. An analytical model specification based on the variety, flexibility for evaluation under reusability modeling. The characterization under community modeling language for extending the modeling under cases. Vani et. al.[7] defined has provided a peak load specific optimal solution for web system testing. A work on infrastructure based testing load measure is provided under different QoS factors so that the requirement level analysis will be defined. A web application testing method is here provided under response time and throughput analysis. Ming et. al.[8] has defined a load testing driven load testing method for providing the phase driven load testing. A three phase method is provided by the author to formulate the load testing. At the initial phase, the load test is designed which is later on executed and analyzed for web environment. Jiang et. al.[9] has defined a work on load testing problem in automated way. Author provided the
The presented work is here defined to test the web projects under automated load testing. The testing is here accomplished using Sahi and Selenium Tools. These tools are here used in two different ways

- Integrated API
- Application Tool

3.1 Integrated API
In this form, the Sahi code level implementation is taken and integrated to the java web environment. For this integration, a window based application is designed by using java swing framework. In this environment, the API of Sahi and Selenium tools are integrated in java environment. The user friendly interface is designed to accept the web project and apply the testing under Sahi and Selenium Tools. The evaluation is taken using process time and the memory consumption parameters. The results are explained in next chapter.

3.1.2 Application Tool
The separate tools for Sahi and Selenium are available to apply the Automated testing on web projects. For selenium this tool is Selenium IDE which is here used as the Mozilla pulgin. The tool accepted the web project and performs different test cases under automated testing. The results are derived in terms of successful and unsuccessful execution of test cases.

For Sahi the used tool is Sahi OS. The tool is open source and available in the form of application tool. The tool is having the integration with Mozilla browser and provided a vast set of application projects. It provides the interface to generate and accept the script. The web project testing is here analyzed by recording each of the integrated activity.

3.1.3 Sahi OS
It is the open source tool available to provide the automated testing under different aspects for web applications and services. Tool provides the user friendly environment to accept the software project as well as having a vast range of sample projects. The tool...
provides the easy automation of different data specific and event specific test cases. It is able to provide the test case mapping for Complex Web 2.0 application along with AJAX interfacing.

### 3.3.3 Selenium IDE

Selenium IDE (Integrated Development Environment) is an automated tool that provides the web application analysis under acceptance and load testing. It is able to provide the analysis of web applications for different inputs and provides the support against different events including the mouse processing, menu processing and key board events. The tool is integrated updated within the browser as the plug-in and provides the command driven parametric analysis with context estimation. The selenium script is defined under the syntax formed analysis applied to generate the effective time saving results.

### IV. RESULTS

In this present work, a graphical interface is generated to test the web applications and services under load testing. The APIs of Sahi and Selenium tools are combined here in this tool and the comparative observations are taken for the Sahi and Selenium Tools. The observation of some sample projects is also applied on open source tool of Sahi and Selenium. In this section, all the comparative results generated from the designed tool as well as from existing open source tools are described.
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**Figure 2 : Test Time Analysis**

Here figure 2 is showing the comparative results obtained for the Selenium and Sahi under response time analysis is provided. The results show that the Sahi is the more effective tool to provide effective automated testing.
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**Figure 3: Memory Usage Analysis**

Here figure 3 is showing the comparative results obtained for the Selenium and Sahi under memory utilization analysis is provided. The results show that the Sahi is the more memory effective tool to provide effective automated testing.
Another tool based observation relative to the successful execution of the project on Sahi OS environment are shown here in figure 4. To derive more effective conclusion, the implementation of the work is applied on three different projects. The result evaluation is shown here in figure 4.
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**Figure 5: Analysis of Different Projects under Execution Status (Sahi)**

Here figure 5 is showing the evaluation of the Automated testing applied on three different projects. The figure is showing the evaluation under three parameters called total steps, failures and the errors. The Total steps are the number of test cases implied, the failures are the system failure as some error occurred. The error shows that activity failure not the system. Figure shows that in second and third project some error in particular activity occur but no failure occur in any project.

**V. CONCLUSION**

The reliability of a web application, service or the utility depends on the response respective to different requests applied on that application as well as the impact of the load at particular time. Because of this, there is requirement of automated testing method to analyze the load and the associated application tasks to identify the efficiency and reliability. In this presented an analytical measure of automated testing is defined under load and activity monitoring using two tools called Selenium and Sahi. The observations taken under user defined environment and the tool specific. The results shows that the Sahi provided more efficient and memory adaptive testing on web projects.
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